__ is a luxury fashion label that also makes handbags and purses

Babies can be carried in a fabric __, which keeps them close to mom

__ bags are associated with the American Civil War and Reconstruction

A __ is a type of small hand-held purse - it should match your shoes

Graduates from medical school might want a __'s bag for house calls

Athletes or soldiers may carry their gear in a __ bag

Take your __ bag to the alley

A ______ goes over the muzzle of an animal and lets them eat

Margret Thatcher occasionally used her __ as her secret weapon

A tote bag has two __ to grip; you can take it to the beach

Travelers at the airport waiting for their "bags" are really waiting for __

A man-purse is also known as a __

A Scotsman wears a __ with his kilt to carry his coins

If you are going on a short trip a __ bag can hold clothes and toiletries

__, buttons and buckles help keep things inside

Students need a __ to carry all their textbooks

__ bags are not made of a French bread, just shaped like one

A wristlet bag has a strap or __ for your wrist so you don't lose it

If you have a laptop make sure your __ bag is padded properly

__ bags are also known as make-up bags

An __ bag looks like you might be able mail it with enough stamps

Some purses have a strap that goes over your __

Business people might carry important papers in a __

__ bags have long straps to wear across the body; good for bicyclists

This type of bag closes with a ribbon or string strung through the top

Cowboys used __ bags to carry food and supplies

__ bags look like luxury brands but are not made by famous brands

___ is a popular designer of luxury products

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

___ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

____ ___ __ __ __ __

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
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